
Social	Analy+cs	for	BI	

PART	C	
Text	mining	



Extrac+ng	Social	Network	data	for	BI:	
workflow		

Two	types	of	data:	network-based	and		
text-based	



The	power	of	unstructured	data		



Text	Mining	

•  Text	mining	is	an	emergent	technology	
aGemp+ng	to	extract	useful	informa+on	(and	
knowledge)	from	unstructured	data	

•  Text	mining	is	an	extension	of	data	mining	to	
textual	data	

•  Social	networks	contain	a	lot	of	informa+on	in	
textual	form,	such	as	posts,	links,	blogs,	news	
ar+cles,	emails..		



Text	processing	workflow	(more	in	
detail)	

TEXT	MINING	
APPLICATIONS	



Text	Mining:	popular	applica+ons	



How	do	we	represent	texts?	Bag	of	
words	



Seems	simple..	however-..	



Why	bag	of	words?	

– Basic	idea:		
•  Keywords	are	extracted	from	texts.	
•  These	keywords	describe	the	(usually)	topical	content	of	
Web	pages	and	other	text	contribu+ons.		

•  Each	unique	word	in	a	corpus	of	documents	(web	pages,	
social	messages..)	=	one	aGribute	

•  Each	document	is	a	record	with	non-zero	weight	for	each	
word	in	that	document,	zero	weight	for	other	words	

è	Words	become	“aGributes”,	whose	values	can	be	
binary	(the	word	is	or	is	not	in	a	text),	or	real	
numbers	(e.g.	the	rela+ve	frequency	of	a	word	in	
the	text)		



Example	

The	example	considers	a	vocabulary	of		
8	words	–	in	the	reality	the	vocabulary		
has	millions	of	words	–	document	records		
have	millions	of	aGributes	



Which	words	should	we	care	about?	A	
complex	problem	

•  E.g.:	Companies	assume	that	people	refer	to	
them	by	name	

•  Big	mistake!!		
•  There	are	mul+ple	dimensions	for	reference:	
hashtags,	names	of	people	(e.g.,	managers),	
products,		and	for	each:	abbrevia+ons,	ini+als,	
nicknames	

•  Addi+onal	problems:	ambiguity,	synonyms..		



Example:	search	“Watson”	on	TwiGer	
Search	



So..	rather	than	“bag	of	words”,	bag	of	
concepts	



Text	Mining	tasks		
•  A]er	pre-processing,	text	is	analyzed	to	extract	
useful	informa+on,	much	in	the	same	way	as	for	
structured	data	mining	

•  Types	of	processing:	
–  Classifica+on:	assign	a	message	(or	a	peace	of	text)	a	
category		

–  Topic	extrac+on:	iden+fy	(summarize)	what	the	text	is	
about	

–  Clustering:	grouping	similar	messages/blogs/posts	
–  Sen+ment	analysis:	determine	the	polarity/
sen+ment/opinion	expressed	in	a	text	



Classifica+on	example:	mobile	apps	
users	

In	classifica+on,	categories	are	assigned.	Based	on	messages,	classify	user	in	one	of	these	cats	



Another	example:	Happiness	

Since	messages	are	tagged	with	a	mood	by	the	message	author,		
a	machine	learning	classifier	can	learn	to	classify	new	untagged	
messages	



Message	Clustering:	example	

Remember:	in	clustering	we	have	no	known	categories.	Messages	are	clustered	
based	on	similarity	of	aGributes	(bag	of	words)	



Topic	extrac+on	

•  In	topic	extrac+on,	the	purpose	is	to	detect	
group	of	words	that	are	representa+ve	of	a	
“trending”	discussion	topic	

•  Based	on	the	analysis	of	terms	that	co-occur	
in	many	messages		

•  Example:	Watson,	cogni,ve,	IBM,	AI	
•  Example	2:	#WomenBoyco6Twi6er	,	women,	
sexual,	solidarity	



Tracing	topics	(stream	graphs)		



Tracing	Topics	(TamTamy-Reply)	



Opinion	mining	



Introduction – facts and opinions 
•  Two main types of textual information on the 

Web.  
– Facts and Opinions 

•  Current search engines search for facts 
(assume they are true) 
– Facts can be expressed with topic keywords. 

•  Search engines do not search for opinions 
– Opinions are hard to express with a few keywords 

•  What do people think of Motorola Cell phones? 
– Current search ranking strategy is not appropriate 

for opinion retrieval/search. 



Opinions are user-generated content 

•  Word-of-mouth on the Web 
–  One can express personal experiences and opinions on 

almost anything, at review sites, forums, discussion 
groups, blogs ... (called the user generated content.) 

–  They contain valuable information 
–  Web/global scale!!  

– Our interest: to mine opinions expressed in the 
user-generated content  

–  A very challenging problem. 
–  Practically very useful.  



Applications 
•  Businesses and organizations: product and service benchmarking. 

Market intelligence.  
–  Business spends a huge amount of money to find consumer 

sentiments and opinions. 
–  Consultants, surveys and focused groups, etc 

•  Individuals: interested in other’s opinions when  
–  Purchasing a product or using a service,  
–  Finding opinions on political topics,  

•  Ads placements: Placing ads in the user-generated content 
–  Place an ad when one praises a product.  
–  Place an ad from a competitor if one criticizes a product.   

•  Opinion retrieval/search: providing general search for opinions  
–  Predicting behaviours and trends in finance, medicine, politics  





Impact	

•  81%	of	Internet	users	have	done	online	research	on	a	
product	20%	do	so	on	a	typical	day	

•  Among	readers	of	online	reviews	between	73%	and	87%	
report	that	reviews	had	a	significant	influence	on	their	
purchase	

•  Consumers	report	being	willing	to	pay	from	20%	to	99%	
more	for	a	5-star-rated	item	than	a	4-star-rated	item	(the	
variance	stems	from	what	type	of	item	or	service	is	
considered);	

•  32%	have	provided	a	ra+ng	on	a	product,	service,	or	person	
via	an	online	ra+ngs	system,	and	30%	have	posted	an	
online	comment	or	review	regarding	a	product	or	service.	



A formalization of the opinion mining 
task 

� Basic	components	of	an	opinion:	
� Opinion	holder:	The	person	or	organiza+on	that	
holds	a	specific	opinion	on	a	par+cular	object.	

� Object:	on	which	an	opinion	is	expressed	(it	can	be	
described	by	features,	e.g.	for	an	hotel	room:	
dimension,	clean,	silent,	cost,..)	

� Opinion:	a	view,	aktude,	or	appraisal	on	an	object	
(or	object	feature)	from	an	opinion	holder.	



Opinion mining “grain” 
�  At	the	document	(or	review)	level:	
�  Task:	sen+ment	classifica+on	of	reviews	
�  Classes:	posi+ve,	nega+ve,	and	neutral	
�  Assump+on:	each	document	(or	review)	focuses	on	a	single	object	(not	

true	in	many	discussion	posts)	and	contains	opinion	from	a	single	
opinion	holder.	

�  Example:	Movie	reviews		
�  At	the	sentence	level:	
�  Task	1:	iden+fying	subjec+ve/opinionated	sentences	

�  Classes:	objec+ve	and	subjec+ve	(opinionated)	
�  Task	2:	sen+ment	classifica+on	of	sentences	

�  Classes:	posi+ve,	nega+ve	and	neutral.	
�  Assump+on:	a	sentence	contains	only	one	opinion;	not	true	in	many	cases.	
�  Then	we	can	also	consider	clauses	or	phrases.	

�  Example:	hotel	reviews		



Opinion Mining Tasks (cont.) 
� At	the	feature	level	(Example:	product	reviews,	usually	
you	want	to	know	opinions	on	various	features	of	the	
product	to	improve	or	to	compare)	
�  Task	1:	Iden,fy	and	extract	object	features	that	have	
been	commented	on	by	an	opinion	holder	

�  Task	2:	Determine	whether	the	opinions	on	the	
features	are	posi+ve,	nega+ve	or	neutral.	

�  Task	3:	Group	feature	synonyms.	
� Opinion	holders:	iden+fy	holders	is	also	useful,	
e.g.,	in	news	ar+cles,	etc,	but	they	are	usually	
known	in	the	user	generated	content,	i.e.,	
authors	of	the	posts.	



Feature-Based Opinion Summary  
 

 “I bought an iPhone a few days 
ago. It was such a nice phone. 
The touch screen was really 
cool. The voice quality was clear 
too. Although the battery life was 
not long, that is ok for me. 
However, my mother was mad 
with me as I did not tell her 
before I bought the phone. She 
also thought the phone was too 
expensive, and wanted me to 
return it to the shop. …”  

 
…. 

Feature-Based Summary: 
 
Feature1: Touch screen 
Positive:  212 
•  The touch screen was really cool.  
•  The touch screen was so easy to 

use and can do amazing things.  
… 
Negative: 6 
•  The screen is easily scratched. 
•  I have a lot of difficulty in removing 

finger marks from the touch screen.  
…  
Feature2: battery life 
… 
 

 
 

 



Needs	“knowledge”	to	represent	
object	features	



Opinion	Analysis:	Methods	

•  Two	approaches	to	the	problem:	
1.  Machine-Learning	(ML)	solu+ons	
2.  Lexicon-based	solu+ons	
3.  Hybrid	solu+ons	

•  Each	has	advantages	and	disadvantages…	



Data	Analy+cs	solu+ons	
•  Classifica+on	

– Provide	an	algorithm	with	lots	of	examples	
•  Documents	that	have	been	manually/semi-
automa,cally	annotated	with	a	category	

–  Supervised	learning	
–  In	our	case:	e.g.,	posi+ve/nega+ve	reviews	(e.g.	
Tripadvisor)	

– Algorithm	extracts	“characteris+c	paGerns”	for	
each	category	and	builds	a	predic,ve	model	

– Apply	model	to	new	text	->	get	predic+on	



ML	for	document	classifica+on	

•  Bag-of-words	document	representa+on:	
document	è	vector	(“opinion”	words	can	be	
considered,	or,	any	word)	
–  Example:	

	d1=“good….	average…	excellent..	good..”		
	d2=“okay	..good..	average..	fine..”	
	d3=“good…	okay..	okay…”	

–  Then	Vocabulary={“good”,	“average”,	“excellent”,	
“fine”,	“okay”}	and	d1	will	be	represented	as:		

•  d1={2,1,1,0,0}	if	features	are	frequency-based	or		
•  d1={1,1,1,0,0}	if	boolean-based	



Bag-of-sen+ment-words	



Not	only	words	

•  Typical	extensions,	focus	on	extending/
enhancing	the	document	representa+on.	
Instead	of/in	addi+on	to	bag-of-words	
features,	can	use:	
– Extra	features	for	emphasised	words	,	special	
symbols	

•  wooooow	
•  exlama,ons:	!!!!	??	
•  Emo,cons	J	



Feature-based	Opinion	Analysis	
•  As	discussed,	o]en	the	Opinion	Object	has	
different	features	
– e.g.,	camera:	lens,	quality,	weight.	

•  O]en,	such	an	aspect-based	analysis	is	more	
valuable	than	a	general	+/-	

	
•  Automa+c	extrac+on	of	those	features	is	
possible	by:	
– Building	Ontology	Trees	



Pros/Cons	of	the	approach	
•  Advantages:	

–  Tend	to	aGain	good	predic+ve	accuracy	
•  Assuming	you	avoid	the	typical	ML	mishaps	(e.g.,	over/under-fikng)	

•  Disadvantages:	
–  Need	for	training	corpus	

•  Solu+on:	automated	extrac+on	(e.g.,	Amazon	reviews,	RoGen	Tomatoes)	or	
crowdsourcing	the	annota+on	process	(e.g.,	Mechanical	Turk)	

–  Domain	sensi+vity	
•  Trained	models	are	well-fiGed	to	par+cular	product	category	(e.g.,	electronics)	

but	underperform	if	applied	to	other	categories	(e.g.,	turism)	
•  Solu+on:	train	a	lot	of	domain-specific	models	or	apply	domain-adapta,on	

techniques	
•  Par+cularly	for	Opinion	Retrieval,	you’ll	also	need	to	iden+fy	the	domain	of	

the	query!	

Example:	
“small”	is	

posiDve	for	a	
camera,	

negaDve	for	an	
hotel	room	



Lexicon-based	solu+ons	
•  Detect/extract	the	polarity	of	opinions,	based	on	affec+ve	

dic+onaries		
•  Word-lists	where	each	token	is	annotated	with	an	‘emo+onal’	value	

•  e.g.,	posi+ve/nega+ve	words	or	words	that	express	anger,	fear,	happiness,	etc.	
Examples	of	affecDve	dicDonaries	follow…	

•  Add	syntac+c	and	prose	rules	to	es+mate	the	overall	polarity	of	
text:	
–  Nega+on	detec+on:	“the	movie	wasn’t	good”	
–  Exclama+on	detec+on:	“great	show!!”	
–  Emo+con	detec+on:	“went	to	the	movies	J”	
–  Emphasis	detec+on:	“You	are	gooooood”	
–  Intensifier,	diminisher	word	detec+on:	“Very	good	movie”	vs.	“good	

movie”	
	



(Basic)	lexicon-based	approach	
1.  Detect	emo+on	in	two	independent	dimensions	(numbers	are	

weights	of	posi+ve/nega+ve	opinionated	words):	
1.  Posi+ve:	Dpos:	{1,	2,…	5}	
2.  Nega+ve:	Dneg:	{-5,	-4,…	-1}	

2.  (op+onal)	Predict	overall	polarity	by	comparing		them	:	
–  If	Dpos	>	|Dneg|	then	posi+ve																																									
Example:	“He	is	brilliant	but	boring”	
–  Emo+on(‘brilliant’)=+3	
–  Emo+on(‘boring’)=-2	

3.  Nega+on	detec+on:	“He	isn’t	brilliant	and	he	is	boring”		
–  Emo,on(NOT	‘brilliant’)	=	-2	
–  Decreased	by	1	and	sign	reversed	

4.  Exclama,on	detec,on:	“He	is	brilliant	but	boring!!”	
–  Increase	weight	of	emphasized	words	
–  ‘boring’=-3	

Dpos	=+3,	Dneg=-2	=>	posi,ve	



Pros/Cons	of	the	approach	
•  Advantages:	

–  Can	be	fairly	accurate	independent	of	environment	
– No	need	for	training	corpus	
–  Can	be	easily	extended	to	new	domains	with	
addi+onal	affec+ve	words	

•  e.g.,	“amazeballs”	
– More	o]en	used	in	Opinion	Retrieval		

•  Disadvantages:	
–  Compared	to	a	well-trained,	in-domain	ML	model	
they	typically	underperform	

–  Sensi+ve	to	affec+ve	dic+onary	coverage	



Affec+ve	Lexicons	
•  They	have	been	extensively	used	in	the	field	either	for	

lexicon-based	approaches	or	in	machine-learning	
solu+ons	
–  Addi+onal	features	
–  Bootstrapping:	unsupervised	solu+ons	(see	previous)	

•  Can	be	created	manually,	automa+cally	or	semi-
automa+cally	

•  Can	be	domain-dependent	or	independent	
•  A	lot	of	them	are	already	available:		

–  Manual	
•  LIWC:	Linguis+c	Inquiry	and	Word	Count		
•  ANEW:	Affec+ve	norms	for	English	words		

–  Automa+c:	
•  WordNet-Affect		
•  Sen+WordNet	…	



LIWC:	Linguis+c	Inquiry	and	Word	
Count	



ANEW:	Affec+ve	norms	for	English	
words	



sen.wordnet.is,.cnr.it/
SentiWordNet 



Opinion-Mining	Tools	



hGp://www.ccs.neu.edu/home/amislove/twiGermood/	



TwiGer	investor	sen+ment	









TwiGer	Sen+ment	Visualiza+on	



Opinion	Finder	











PLATFORMS	FOR	SENTIMENT	
ANALYSIS	



hGps://www.ibm.com/support/
knowledgecenter/SSJHE9	



hGp://www.sas.com/en_us/industry/media.html	



hGp://www.opinioneq.com/	



hGp://www.netvibes.com	



Semantria	(free	demo	available)	



Other	pla{orms	

•  More	on	
hGps://blog.hootsuite.com/social-media-
sen+ment-analysis-tools/	

•  hGp://barnraisersllc.com/2017/01/best-tools-
sen+ment-analysis-free-fee/	


